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they should get safe to the bottom, as to follow them with his
hand, groping so much like a thief in that dark aperture that a
passer-by glanced suspiciously at him.
Then he gave a deep sigh and walked back to the little
bakery. As he walked he was conscious that the pulses of both
his wrists were throbbing violently and that he had a clutch-
ing sensation in the pit of his stomach, while the whole of
South Street was completely obliterated by a vision of laven-
der-coloured tights with a stain on them in the shape of the
figure 8.
His mind was in a turmoil. He knew well what a revolution
this was, what an insurrection against everything on which his
emotional life had fed for ten years; but from the moment he
had seen that figure crouching on the caravan bed he had no
second of hesitation. His whole being leaped towards that
luckless girl in one desperate upheaval. If he was conscious of
the least back-eddy of remorse or shame it was no more than
a handful of bubbles on the furious tide of his impulse. "If I
don't find her again," he said to himself, "I shall be	"
And at the thought of the absolute desolation that such a thing
would mean, this new self within him with its leap towards life
buried in ashes, he grew cold all over.
He received an unpleasant shock, not a very deep one—for
having got those letter-cards off he was beyond any serious
concern as to what happened to Mrs. Quirm—but still an annoy-
ing shock, when he found her leaning back in her wicker chair
in front of the blue table-cloth in a half-fainting condition.
The woman of the shop was standing by her side with a glass of
water, and as soon as No-man entered she informed him that
she had despatched a boy to call a taxi.
"She told me to get one," the woman explained, "before she
went off. She felt it coming on. How do you feel now, madam ?"
Mrs. Quirm made a feeble gesture towards her hat which the
woman had removed*
"Pm—such a—bother!" she gasped hoarsely,  recognizing
Dud, "but—I must—I fear—ask you	"   He divined her
meaning. "Of course I'll go with you," he said hurriedly. "She
lives at the end of some lane," he added for the benefit of the
shop-woman.
"I know," that lady said. "She's told me. They call it
Glymes. There are two houses there. It's where Mr. Wye

